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young people need education now, not in may of 2022. and education can be delivered through a
variety of online approaches, including 3d virtual reality, apps on phones and tablets, or cue
(computer university education). out of the pain of these losses, the online graduation season has
given rise to a new breed of student, one with digital skills, the desire to connect with their peers,
and a curious attitude toward learning. before, the sense of what it would be like to graduate without
the pomp and circumstance of a convocation was lacking. thankfully, this year's graduates have an
appetite for online education, and there is a demand for high quality forms of online education. the
result is a blurring of the lines between the old and new, where courses taken through a virtual
environment can count as college credit. traditional colleges and universities have a mandate to
prepare students for the world and for the challenges they will face as adults. eager to save money
and to pursue degrees that once required institutional infrastructure in the form of buildings,
libraries and instructional librarians, some private and public institutions have begun using
technologies like online teaching platforms, massive open online courses, and video lectures to
“curate” courses for students. the hope is that by putting the curriculum online, it can become
accessible to a broader audience. the idea of courseware is that the online course will become an
example of a great college education. but what if a college or university "crowdsources" its course
content, putting its contents online in exchange for student labor? this is the controversial and
economically-grounded labor model for online education.
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the toronto council of ptas and 4rups had a series of back-to-back live events. the first was a
"governance 101" which focused on taking good notes, preparing the officer's report, and building a
personal ptac weblog, while also learning and honing their communication and leadership skills. the
second event, a "debate-style social justice event" was to get students to practice and hone their

communication and leadership skills. the third was a recruitment event focusing on how to engage
with students in their networks, and the final was a live performance by mask lands. hindi and

kannada classes run concurrently in the fall and spring semesters, but they are not held on the same
week as english. for the live graduation ceremony, 400 students from the two classes marched

together to their unique class rooms. this allowed the students to participate in an unforgettable
program. each student read a poem, followed by class president tanvi saharan and college president

arun thampi. there were two groups — one in hindi and the other in kannada. the two groups
marched together for about 30 minutes. there was a religious ceremony after the prayer followed by

the discussion. all grades were featured along with the students. author: chitra shetty the george
green citizenship leadership convocation in may represented a win for the college’s innovative
approaches to live-streaming. in an innovative approach, the convocation was live-streamed on

ncaa’s livestreaming platform, allowing thousands of students to view and share in the experience.
to set the stage for the convocation, which was the last convocation in which all students would

graduate, the college launched livenbucks, the first-ever live digital fundraiser. during the event, the
college also launched a spaces-to-spend event in new york . students spent $5,000 on beards,

coffee, and a picnic in brooklyn, helping to raise $46,000. a record-breaking $2.4 million in
philanthropic dollars were raised during the live-streamed convocation. the george green
convocation also saw the introduction of the college class of 2020 rings, a remarkable and

imaginative graduation gift. the class of 2020 rings will live on and on. 5ec8ef588b
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